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Some initial studies | 2014
In 2014, after deploying the L Root 
instance in Kolkata, India it started 
serving 1000+ queries per second, 
which otherwise was getting served 
from instances with higher latency.
Observations:
Most of the queries are from the 
adjacent AS (TATA Tele) as the 
preferred choice.

Routing Configurations play a vital 
role in the overall availability of 
Root instances. We worked with 
other ISPs as well for more 
eyeballs.



The Key Pointers

• The RSSAC suggests exposure to 8 root servers out of 13 
for a resilient DNS resolution. 

• It's very important to have an optimum deployment of Root 
Server Anycast instances in the region for a robust and 
resilient Internet infrastructure for all stakeholders. 



Current Status of DNS Root Server Deployments in 
India

As of Date: 19th June 2023 



Location wise Root Server 
instances deployment in India

• As of Date: 19th June 2023 



Comparing the performances of DNS Query Latency

As of Date: 19th June 2023 



Observations from experiments

• F root server with maximum deployments performance is lower 
than J root which has one-fourth of its deployments. 
• Only 6 out of 13 root servers are responding with a DNS query 

latency of less than 100 milliseconds and out of 6 (J, F, L,E, B, H) 
root servers that respond to DNS queries in less than 100 
milliseconds, only 4 (J, F, L, E) are hosted in India. 
• It has been observed that B and H Root Servers which are not 

hosted in India take part in the lowest resolutions in most of the 
sites.
• Only a few locations in India where more than 2 root servers are 

responding query below 100 ms.



Observations from experiments

• The RSSAC suggests exposure to 8 root servers out of 13 for a 
resilient root server resolution, with higher latency it meets the 
criteria. However, the stability of root server resolution remains a 
question.
• Most of the root server deployments show higher oscillations in 

latencies which points to non-uniform deployments within the 
regions. 
• The study suggests more anycast root instance deployments in 

the regions having DNS latency are high i.e. greater than 100 ms.



Observations from experiments

• The study suggest DNS Software affinity for a particular root 
Server (based on the root server discovery algorithm), as the root 
server queries are not getting distributed to all nearby instances.
• There is a possibility of working on a disaster mitigation plan 

based on experiment outcomes, provisioning optimum bandwidth 
to the instances catering to disaster scenarios.



The real-time Root Server health indicator –
Tool of AIORI
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Experiment with L Root | 
2021-22

We collaborated with ICANN to deploy four IMRS 
instances (L root) in 4 different geographic 
locations of India, namely Mumbai, Bengaluru, 
Guwahati, and Mohali to understand the traffic 
patterns of different geographic locations. The 4 
L root instances started serving 10% of Global L 
root traffic. 

Observation: Most of the traffic originated from 
Indian AS networks. Network configs, DNS 
Software affinity, Routing, Peering what is behind 
we didn’t have any clue.



Experiments | Root Server Deployment 
Models | Bengaluru Instance Live

The results from the Bengaluru location 
wherein when all 3 locations had been 
shut down for the experiments, the L root 
traffic suddenly shifted to the Bengaluru 
location increasing the bandwidth 
requirements.

The bandwidth utilization in the Bangalore 
instance had an average of 61 Mbps 
outbound with a maximum measured at 
204Mbps. This is higher than the 
provisioned bandwidth at that location of 
150Mbps. The average queries per 
second (qps) received by the Bangalore 
instance was 10,330qps, with a maximum 
measured at 24,100qps.

Top AS Numbers



The Context of Current Study
Datasets and Measurements are key for bringing resiliency to any system. RSSAC with 
documents RSSAC-002, and RSSAC-047 are focusing on measurements of Root Server System. 

An Internet measurement network has been researched and implemented as part of the AIORI 
project and 100+ anchors are deployed across various locations in India. 

The measurement results are available at https://aiori.in. As mentioned in RSSAC047, Section 
4.9, Determining the number of RSIs (Root Server Instances) Required for Reliable Operation of 
the RSO, it says that “Furthermore, keeping in mind that RSIs have different anycast 
deployment policies, the requirement of k=8 for reliable operation (of the current system) 
reflects the number of RSIs reachable by the vantage points, which is different from the 
number of anycast instances that may be operating.” 
The current study is attempting to measure the availability matrices for RSIs in a region.



Experiments | Root Server Deployment 
Models
Our team has conducted research experiments with IMRS instances to understand the best 
possible deployment strategy in collaboration with ICANN from November 10, 2021, to January 
6, 2022. 

The Idea
The idea in the evaluation was to understand the bandwidth requirements in the situation, if any 
of the three instances fails, is there a possibility that the traffic moves to another instance? Or to 
another Root Server? 

Observations
We observed that more optimization of networking needs to be done and there is a big scope of 
anycast L root instance serving as a DR plan for a region, wherein we have seen a shift (more than 
80%) in traffic in some experiments. The result here is shown to get some insights about the 
experiments in the context of continuous efforts towards bringing DNS resilience. 
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